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RE: Notice of Breach of Trust (Fiduciary Obligations) 
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vonDehnVision <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com> Wed, May 25, 2022 at 9:40 PM
To: Tanja Johnson <tvondehn@icloud.com>, Hala Tabl <htabl@miltonsip.com>, Mike von Dehn
<mvondehn@trilliumwest.com>

Dear Tanja Johnson,

On May 21st, 2022, You responded to My Notice of Breach of Trust with respect to Your
Fiduciary obligations [and failing] to Act in the best interest of the intended
Beneficiaries.  You also stated in Your reply that You have filed an application with the
Court but understand it has not yet been filed because of 'covid delays'?  That's fine,
but You've lied to Me SO much, I can't believe a Word You say, and Brendan McCarthy
of the Barrie Ontario Superior Court advised Me that a province wide search revealed
that there is currently no application before the Court for Joachim Heinrich von Dehn
(see attachment from the Barrie Courthouse).

The Rules of Civil Procedure require Me to be Given fair Notice of any Application You
intend to make to the Court in which I am a respondent.  You do not have a right to
serve Me Notice of an application that has not been filed, waiting for the Court to
'ambush' Me with an Application that may be filed whenever it is convenient for You or
the Court.  The purpose of the Notice is to let Me know when the Application has been
filed with the Court 

You continually insist that there was no intent to deceive, that You filed the Application
'electronically', and that You have a receipt of filing dated March 24th, 2022, to show the
Application was received by the Registrar.  If You do not produce that receipt which I am
entitled to by Way of My right of full disclosure, it has not been filed.  Documents
stand, bullshit walks.  

If You filed the Application electronically, it should be very easy to provide Me with a
copy of the receipt.  Failure to do so Will be considered proof of Your fraud and intend
to deceive Me into believing an application was made when no such thing was done. 
I'm not sure how You Will produce that receipt as an application requires a filing FEE
and cannot be made by Way of email, only through the online portal which provides a
receipt for filing and is posted almost immediately or the next business day if filed
outside of regular court hours (according to the Rules of Civil Procedure).  I look
forward to a copy of Your receipt of electronic filing of the application which Your lawyer
claims to have - otherwise, I do not wish to hear any more of Your bullshit about how
You have filed an application!!!

You are also lying to Me again.  I guess it's not perjury if this is not before the Court yet,
but it Will be when I point out that You are claiming to have no information regarding the
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Estate that You have not disclosed to Me.  Your first application states that there is a
property at 1070 Hewitt St. Gravenhurst valued at $150,000.00, it lists two vehicles with
an estimated value of $9,000.00, a bank account with roughly $500.00, a line of credit
of just over $50,000.00, and roughly $4,800.00 in other bills.

In Your second application (not yet filed with the Court) dated March 24th, 2022, You
make no mention of any real property; no lot at 1070 Hewitt St., no cars estimated to be
worth $9,000.00, no property taxes, cable bill, phone bill, or money in any bank
account.  Yet You clearly had first hand knowledge of all of these details in 2020, didn't
You?

So what happened to all that information?  What happened to all of those bills that You
and Michael promised to pay?  What happened to making sure that all the accounts
would remain in Good standing because You are the 'responsible' one?  

You were served the Notices of Default on the mortgage before You were served the
Notice of Power of Sale, weren't You?  You said You were taking care of things but You
were really just allowing all the accounts to go into default and ignoring the Notices,
weren't You?  That's why You don't Wish to provide Me with disclosure, right?  You don't
want Me to know how negligent You've been and how much economic harm Your
negligence has caused the beneficiaries, isn't that right?  That's why You don't Wish to
provide Me with disclosure, isn't that closer to the Truth?

It's obvious You have considerably more information about this Estate than You have
shared with Me.  It is also clear by Your first application that You do hold resentment for
Me as the primary Beneficiary, because typically some One Acting in My best interest
isn't as King to have Me excluded from making an application or participating in the
proceedings.  That's something a vexatious litigant does when they are trying to cause
harm to another interested party and prevent their arguments from being heard by the
Court, and a breach of Your fiduciary obligations.

It's also True that You didn't tell Michael You were going to be making those requests in
Your application, isn't it?  Michael had no idea You were attempting to defame My
Character in an Affidavit in hopes of excluding Me from the proceedings and making Me
pay Your legal fees to be excluded!!!  It won't be difficult for Me to show how frivolous
and vexatious Your motives are (never mind shallow and self-serving).

Do You Wish to continue to insist that You have 'no information' regarding the Estate
that You haven't disclosed to Me?  What happened to the two vehicles, did You sell
them for cash or are they sitting on a lot somewhere? 

You also lied in Your first application by stating that I had not made any mention of Your
competence or impartiality (GROUNDS, 2. i) as Estate Trustee and I very much do
have Issues with Your competence and impartiality, so that is another Act of perjury on
the Court of Record.  I believe You are entirely biased and serving no One but Your
Self, and I made You clearly aware of this fact.  I mentioned that You had great disdain
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for Your deceased father, harbouring resentment for both Your father and Your elder
Brother (Me), and that such a person should be the very last individual to represent My
father in the wake of his death.  You lied to the Court by suggesting I did not make
these objections when You know well that I did...  But I guess that's why You were
hoping I would never get a chance to be heard, right?  Too bad the justice ignored Your
ridiculous requests and Wishes to hear from Me.

Stop lying and produce a receipt of filing or admit You haven't filed the application yet
and Will serve Me with Notice when You do.

Have a wonderful day, can't wait to hold You 'lie-able'. :D

King Sean, House von Dehn,
Hand of Stephen, 
The Kingdom of Heaven Found a Sean,
An Express Trust Organization (RN#102383288CA)
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